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Preface
A connectionist system or neural network is a massively parallel network of weighted interconnections 
which connect one or more layers of nonlinear processing elements neurons To fully prot from
the inherent parallel processing of these networks  development of parallel hardware implementations
is essential However  these hardware implementations often dier in various ways from the ideal
mathematical description of a neural network model It is  for example  required to have quantized
network parameters  in both electronic and optical implementations of neural networks This can be
because device operation is quantized or a coarse quantization of network parameters is benecial for
designing compact networks
Most of the standard algorithms for training neural networks are not suitable for quantized net
works because they are based on gradient descent and require a high accuracy of the network paramet
ers Several weight discretization techniques have been developed to reduce the required accuracy fur
ther without deterioration of network performance One of the earliest of these techniques Fiesler	
is further investigated and improved in this report
Another way to obtain compact networks is by minimizing their topology for the problem at hand
However  it is impossible to know a priori the size of such minimal network topology An unsuitable
topology will increase the training time  lower the generalization performance on unseen test data
Gosh
	  and in some cases even cause nonconvergence One method to lower the importance of
choosing the initial network topology and minimizing the network size is pruning  that is  removal of
connections or neurons during training Especially a combination of parameterweight quantization
and network pruning  leading to networks that have a small topology and for which small accuracy is
sucient  is of great importance for hardware implementation of neural networks Such networks oer
a minimization of chip area and computational requirements Due to their lack of redundancy they are
also expected to show a better generalization on unseen patterns Occams razor Such a combination
of pruning techniques with weight quantization is studied in the second part of this report
Five dierent quantization functions  chapter   and six pruning methods  chapter   are evaluated
in a series of experiments on realworld benchmarks problems The main goal is to rst improve the
original weight discretization technique as much as possible to obtain networks with both a small
number of discrete weight levels and good generalization performance on unseen test data Secondly 
the results from the rst part are combined with the pruning methods to ease the choice of the initial
network topology and obtain compact networks
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Chapter  
Multilayer Neural Networks
Multilayer perceptrons trained by backpropagation or one of its variations  are by far the most popular
neural network model They have successfully been applied to a wide area of problems from dierent
domains This chapter  gives an introduction to the theory of neural networks rstly  by looking at
the basic building block in every neural network  the neuron Secondly  a description of the multilayer
perceptron together with the least mean square algorithm is presented Finally  the frequently used
backpropagation algorithm for training multilayer perceptrons  is described in detail
   Model of Neuron
The fundamental building block of a neural network model is the neuron  here displayed as a spatial
lter gure  The four basic elements of the neuron model are
  The inputs are connected to the neuron by a set of synapses  which are characterized by an
individual weight or synaptic strength Each input value x
i
is multiplied by its connecting
weight w
i

  An adder  which sums all inputs values weighted by their respective synaptic weights
  The linearly combined output of the adder is limited to a bounded interval by a nonlinear
activation function Frequently used activation functions are the sigmoid function eq 
and the hyperbolic tangent eq 
fu 

  expu
output range  	 
fu 
 expu
  expu
output range  	 
  An external bias     which corresponds to an ane transformation of the hyperplane created by
the adder Often  a xed input of  is connected to the bias
Summarizing  the inputoutput relation of the neuron model can be described as follows
u  
p
X
k 
w
k
x
k
   
and the nonlinear part
y  fu

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Figure  Nonlinear model of a neuron
where x

 x

     x
p
are the input values and w

 x

     w
p
are the synaptic weights
This neuron model is used as a basic building block in various neural network models Examples are
recurrent networks and the popular multilayer perceptrons Figure   which will be used throughout
this report Typically  an MLP consists of an input layer  receiving the input values  an output layer 
furnishing the output values  and one or more hidden layers Each of the layers consists of a number
of neurons and consecutive layers are either fully or partially interconnected In a fully connected
network  a neuron in layer i is connected to all neurons in layer i In partially connected networks 
some connections are left out which might improve generalization on unseen test data and reduce
sensitivity to noise
  LeastMeanSquare Algorithm
This section gives an introduction to the basic neural network principle of adaptivity  which is illus
trated by the LeastMeanSquare LMS algorithm for linear neurons lters This linear neuron
model is similar to the one described in section  but with the identity function as activation func
tion A fundamental problem  also known as the linear optimum ltering problem  is to determine
the optimal weights so that the dierence  e  d y  between the desired response d and the system
output y is minimized in a meansquare error sense The meansquared error cost function is
J 


Ee

	 
where E is the expectation operator The set of weights that minimizes eq  is called the Wiener
Filter Haykin
	 Expanding eq  and changing the order of expectation and summation gives
J 


Ed

	
p
X
k 
w
k
Ex
k
d	 


p
X
j 
p
X
k 
w
j
w
k
Ex
j
x
k
	 
where the weights are treated as constants and therefore moved outside the expectations
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output
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Figure  A multilayer neural network
A plot of the cost function in eq  versus the weights w

 x

  wp  yields an error performance
surface This surface has a global minimumin which the optimal weights and the minimumvalue J
min
are to be found These can be determined by dierentiating the cost function J with respect to w
k
 
that is  by calculating the gradient of the error surface
r
w
k
J 
J
w
k
  k        p 
Dierentiating eq  with respect to w
k
gives
r
w
k
J  Ex
k
d	 
P
p
j 
w
j
Ex
j
x
k
	  

P
p
j 
w
j
Ex
j
x
k
	  Ex
k
d	 k        p

This system of p equations is known as the WienerHopf equations
To compute the optimumweights w
j
for eq  it is required to calculate the inverse of a pbyp
matrix One way to avoid this is to use the method of steepest descent  where the weights are adjusted
in an iterative fashion moving them towards the optimum solution The update of the weights should
be in the opposite direction to the gradient vector whose elements are dened by r
w
k
J  According to
the method of steepest descent  the update of weight w
k
n at iteration n is dened by

w
k
n  r
w
k
Jn k        p 
where  is a positive constant called learning rate The updated values w
k
n can now be expressed
in the old value of weight w
k
and its adjustment in eq 
w
k
n   w
k
n  
w
k
n
n  w
k
n  r
w
k
Jn k        p 
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Using eqs  and   the updated weight can be expressed as
w
k
n   w
k
n  
h
Ex
k
d	 
p
X
j 
w
j
nEx
j
x
k
	
i
 k        p 

Eq 
 requires knowledge about both the Ex
k
d	 and Ex
j
x
k
	 expectations This is not possible
when the lter operates in an unknown environment  where only estimates are available The least 
mean square LMS algorithm includes these estimates to handle an unknown environment
b
Ex
j
x
k
	  x
j
nx
k
n
and
b
Ex
k
d	  x
k
ndn
The weight update of eq 
 can now be expressed as
bw
k
n   bw
k
n  
h
x
k
ndn
P
p
j 
bw
j
nx
j
nx
k
n
i

 bw
k
n  
h
dn
P
p
j 
bw
j
nx
j
n
i
x
k
n 
 bw
k
n  dn yn	x
k
n k        p

Unlike the method of steepest descent  the LMS algorithm is able to operate in unknown environments
The weight vector
b
wn  representing an estimate of wn  follows a random trajectory instead of a
precisely dened trajectory along the error surface
  BackPropagation Algorithm
Multilayer perceptrons have been applied successfully to a variety of realworld problems If the
network is trained in a supervised manner  the use of the back propagation algorithm  or one of its
variations  is by far the most popular It is based on an errorcorrection learning rule and an iterative
algorithm based on steepest descent to update the weights as such it might be considered as a
generalization of the LMS algorithm to multilayer networks To improve this algorithm a variety
of dierent training techniques  all based on the original backpropagation algorithm Rumelhart	 
have been proposed in the literature Moreira
	 However  since none of them is showing an improved
performance on a wide class of problems  the original online backpropagation algorithm is used in
this report
The backpropagation algorithm consists of two dierent phases a forward pass and a backward
pass In the forward phase  a pattern from the pattern set is presented to the network The inputs are
propagated through the network producing the system response During this phase  all the weights
in the network are xed The systems actual output is compared with the desired output Based on
the outcome of this comparison the algorithm performs a backward phase in which the weights are
updated For a complete derivation of the backpropagation algorithm see  for example  Rumelhart	
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Summary of the BackPropagation Algorithm
The summary consists of ve separate steps As a complement to the denitions in section  and
  some general notations are dened rst
  The iteration n refers to the nth training example presented to the network
  The input and output layer are dened as layer l   and l  L  respectively If a network has
one hidden layer the number of layers is  therefore  equal to three
  The jth element of the input pattern is denoted by x
j

  w
l
ij
  denotes the weight connecting neuron i in layer l   with neuron j in layer l Its weight
update in the backward phase is denoted by w
l
ij

  The threshold of neuron j in layer l is denoted by  
l
j
 For notational convenience it is represented
by a weight w
l
j
  
l
j
connected to a xed input equal to 
  The internal activity level of neuron j in layer l is denoted by v
l
j

  The activation function  which calculates the nonlinear output y
l
j
of neuron j  is denoted by
f 
  The error signal of output neuron j is dened as
e
L
j
 d
L
j
 y
L
j

where d
j
is the desired response for neuron j
  The mean squared error  E
av
  is obtained by summing the instantaneous sum of squared errors
En 


X
j
e
L
j


n
over all n and then normalizing with respect to the number of patterns N
E
av
n 

N
N
X
n 
En
   is the learning rate and  is the momentum term
Figure  gives an overview of the signalow and the location of some variables described in this
section
Below follows a detailed description of the online backpropagation algorithm for pattern set fx
i
 d
i

n     Ng that has been used in the rest of this report
  Initialization Start by initializing all weights Because the hyperbolic tangent is used as ac
tivation function  all weights are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution on the interval
 		 		 according to Thimm
	
 Pattern presentation An arbitrary pattern from the training set is presented to the network
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Figure  Signalow and the location of some variables described
 Forward propagation The inputs are propagated through the network producing outputs
y
L
j
n The net activity level v
l
j
n for neuron j in layer l is
v
l
j
n 
X
i
w
l
ij
y
l 
i
n
The algorithm used in this report employs a hyperbolic tangent eq  as nonlinear activation
function
y
l
j
n  fv
l
j
n 

  expv
l
j
n
 
Given these denitions  the error signals are computed according to
e
j
n  d
j
n  y
L
j
n
 Backward propagation The main feature of the backpropagation algorithm is that the weight
updates can be formulated as a backward propagation of the error signals There are two main
cases  depending on whether neuron j belongs to the output layer or not

L
j
n  e
j
nf

v
L
j
n
if j is an output neuron otherwise

l
j
n  
X
k

l
k
nw
l
jk
nf

v
l
j
n
The weight update formula below uses a slightly changed expression from the leastmeansquare
algorithm
w
l
ij
n   w
l
ij
n  
l
j
ny
l 
i
n  w
l
ij
n w
l
ij
n 	
The expression within brackets that is being multiplies with a momentum term   which has
been proven to speed up the rate of learning  yet avoiding the risk of instability in the learning
process
 Iterate Repeat step step  until some convergence criterion is satised  for example when
E
av
n is suciently low
Chapter 
Weight Discretization in Neural
Networks
To be able to prot from the massive parallelism inherent in neural network models  hardware imple
mentations are essential This has led to a large variety of implementations using digital and analog
electronics  optics  and hybrid techniques Even though these implementations are largely dierent  a
common denominator is the mapping of neural network algorithms onto reliable  compact  and fast
hardware Any hardware implementation has to optimize three main constraints accuracy  space  and
processing speed The design of hardware implementations is governed by a balancing of these criteria
An analog implementation  for example  is very ecient in terms of chip area and processing speed 
but this comes at the price of a limited accuracy of the network components In general  this amounts
to a tradeo between the accuracy of the implementation and the reliability of its performance
In this report  the quantization of the network weights will be closer investigated it is required
to have quantized weights in hardware when device operation is quantized or because quantization
leads to a far more compact implementation reducing VLSI surface area A detailed review of the
eects of quantization in neural networks and the design of weight discretization algorithms that limit
the required accuracy is given in Moerland
	 In this section  the basic principles and one specic
weight discretization algorithm are outlined
  Quantization Eects
The use of very high precision cannot be matched with the goal of developing fast and compact
hardware implementations While in digital implementations a high numerical precision is too area
consuming  it is incompatible with the system noise present in analog implementations Therefore 
hardware implementations of neural networks typically use a representation of the network parameters
with a limited accuracy For example  in Philips LNeuro  architecture  which allows the imple
mentation of feedforward networks and onchip backpropagation training  bit weights are used
during the training process and only bit or bit weights are employed during recall Mauduit
	
The need for a further reduction of the accuracy  while retaining a satisfactory network performance 
has also led to various weight discretization algorithms  especially designed for this purpose
These approaches can be divided into three categories corresponding to the three dierent training
modes for neural network hardware
O	chip learning In this case  the chip is not involved in the training process  which is performed
on a computer using high precision The resulting weights from the training process are discretized
and downloaded on the chip Only the forward propagation pass in the recall phase is performed on
chip which makes it possible to study the quantization eects mathematically Various studies have

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indicated that the accuracy needed in the onchip forward pass is around  bits Holt
	 An example
using this technique is the application of the analog ANNA chip used for high speed character recog
nition Sackinger
	 A high precision bit oating point network is mapped on the ANNA chip
which uses a bit weight resolution and a bit resolution for the neuron inputs and output The
chips recognition accuracy is just slightly less than the one obtained with oatingpoint calculations
Chip	in	the	loop learning Here  the neural network hardware is used during training  but
only in the forward propagation pass The calculation of the new weights is done ochip using a
computer and oating point calculations The new weights are then quantized and downloaded on
the chip before each forward pass Several learning algorithms that take advantage of the fact that the
limited precision of the weights only plays a role in the forward pass  have been proposed The weight
discretization algorithm that is described in the next section is of the chipintheloop kind and has
shown promising results in limiting the weight precision Fiesler	
On	chip learning In this case  the training of the neural network is done entirely onchip which
which oers the possibility of incremental training The backpropagation algorithm is highly sensitive
to the use of limitedprecision weights and that the training fails if the accuracy is lower than bits
Asanovic
	 This is mainly because the weight updates are often smaller than the quantization steps
which prevents the weights from changing A successful application of an onchip learning technique
is given by the analog electronic chip proposed by Leong
	 This chip has been applied successfully
to some classication problems by training it with the combined search algorithm and semiparallel
weight perturbation algorithms using only a bit weight accuracy Another example is the design of a
gradient descent learning rule  implemented on a FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array Girau
	
 Weight Discretization Algorithm
The original discretization method  see Fiesler	 starts by training the network with the back
propagation algorithm using continuousvalued weights Next  the continuous weights are discretized
by mapping them to the closest discretization level using a staircase shaped multiple thresholding
function The socreated quantized weights are then used for the forward propagation pass  see sec
tion   through the network The errors obtained  which are based on the dierence between the
actual and desired network outputs  are subsequently used to update the continuous weights during
the backward propagation pass  see section  The discretization method described in Fiesler	
uses d discretization levels with d         or 
 The discretization levels are symmetric around
zero  except for d    and are equidistant
 
n

d 






n     d


This discretization method can be used either in ochip or chipintheloop learning mode Chip
intheloop learning is especially useful in analog implementations  where it is of crucial importance to
incorporate the nonidealities of the system in the forward pass The weight discretization algorithm
combined with ochip learning results in a nal quantized network  the weights of which can be
downloaded on the chip Naturally  the data set used to train the neural network has to be carefully
selected and should be representative To be able to retrain the network if the network performance
degrades  it is important to have a exible hardware construction were the individual weights can be
replaced in an updating phase
Chapter 
Connectionist Quantization
Functions
As explained in the previous chapter  to fully prot from the inherent parallel processing of neural
networks  the development of hardware implementations is essential However  these hardware imple
mentations often dier in various ways from the ideal mathematical description of a neural network
model It is  for example  required to have quantized network parameters  in both electronic and op
tical implementations of neural networks For example  a recent analog optical implementation of a
multilayer perceptron is characterized by quantized weights represented on a liquid crystal television
screen that provides a maximum of  grey levels Saxena
	
In this chapter  the weight discretization technique described in section  is further investig
ated First  six new threshold quantization functions  and there inclusion in the weight discretization
algorithm  are presented These  quantization functions have been selected to minimize the number
of weight levels without deteriorating network performance Secondly  details about the benchmarks 
the experimental setup  and the implemented training scheme are described Finally  hardware imple
mentation details are discussed together with experimental results and conclusions
  Weight Discretization Algorithm
The original weight discretization algorithm maps the continuous weights to discrete weight levels 
obtained from a quantization function  before each forward pass through the network The weights
are discretized by mapping them to the discrete weight levels to which they are closest
In order for the quantization functions to be exible  a parameter d is included that indicates the
number of weight discretization levels The number of levels used in the experiments described in this
report are subsequently           and  These values have been chosen based on the fact that
in digital hardware implementations generally 
d
 discretization levels are available d bits plus
a sign bit The cases of d and d have been added to obtain a more precise idea of the eects
of having only a small or even minimal for d number of discretization levels
To minimize the number of weights in the network  it is also desirable to have the zero weight level
included in the quantization functions
  Quantization Functions
Six quantization functions have been implemented and tested Mathematical descriptions and clari
fying pictures  based on seven discretization levels  are presented below First some general notations
are dened
 
A condensed version of this chapter can be found in 
Lundin
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  N is the number of discretization levels
  level

is the leftmost discretization level
  level
N
is the rightmost discretization level
  W
max
is the maximum absolute weight value of the pretrained continuous network
  W

is the maximum positive weight value of the pretrained continuous network
  W
 
is the minimum negative weight value of the pretrained continuous network
  LCZ is the index of the discretization level which is closest to zero
  The mean value of the weights calculated over the entire pretrained continuous network is
denoted by Ew
The following quantization functions have been implemented and tested
Symmetrical This is the original quantization function from Fiesler	 The resulting discretiz
ation levels are symmetric around zero and equidistant  with a step size of one between the weight
levels
level
i
 level
N i
 N DIV  i   i     N DIV 
level
NDIV 
  if N MOD  
-2 -1-3 0 1 2 3
Figure  Symmetrical
The intuitive disadvantage of the symmetrical quantization function is that it does not incorporate
any knowledge about the weights of the pretrained continuous network This information is used in
the new quantization functions such that the mapping to discrete weights does not completely perturb
the results of continuous pretraining
W
max
This quantization function divides the interval W
max
 W
max
	 in equidistant levels  res
ulting in weight levels which are symmetric around zero
level
i

Wmax
N  
i  W
max
 i     N
W
max adapt
This is a straightforward modication of the previous quantization function It consists
of three dierent phases and uses bothW
 
andW

 In the rst phase  the interval W
 
 W

	 is divided
in equidistant levels Secondly  the index of the level closest to zero  LCZ  is determined and nally
the level that corresponds to this index is set to zero
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-Wmax 0 Wmax-Wmax*2/3 -Wmax*1/3 Wmax*1/3 Wmax*2/3
Figure  W
max

Phase  
 Calculate
level
i

W

W
 
N  
i  W
 
 i     N
Phase 
 Locate LCZ
LCZ  arg min
i
jlevel
i
j 
Phase 
 Adjust
level
LCZ
 
In Bellido
	 it is concluded that the weight distribution in a neural network resembles a Gaussian
LCZ
0-5 -2 4 7
0-5 -2 4 7
( ) 1
Phase 3 Adjust
Phase 1 and 2 : Calculate and Locate LCZ
W_
W_ W
W
+
+
+
Set W =10 and W_=-8
Figure  W
max adapt

like distribution This means that there are many weights with small values and a few weights with
large values It is also shown that these Gaussian distributions can often be skewed or peaked depending
on the problem The following three quantization functions are therefore based on powersoftwo to
approximate such a Gaussian distribution
Power of two W
max
This quantization function uses the intervals W
max
 	 and  W
max
	
which are divided using powersoftwo
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level
i
 level
N i
 W
max




i 
 i     N DIV 
level
NDIV 
  if N MOD  
-Wmax -Wmax/4-Wmax/2 0 Wmax/4 Wmax/2 Wmax
Figure  Power of two W
max

Since the weight distribution in a neural network also could be skewed  the following two quantiz
ation functions use information about the mean value  Ew  of the continuous weights
Power of two Instead of only using theW
max
value this function divides both intervals  W
max
 Ew	
and Ew W
max
	  using powersoftwo
level
i
 Ew W
max
 Ew



i 
level
N i
 Ew EwW
max




i 



i     N DIV 
level
NDIV 
 Ew if N MOD  
Set Wmax=9 and E(w)=1
-1.5 1 3 5 Wmax-Wmax -4
Figure  Power of two
Power of two adapt This is a modication of the previous quantization function which divides
both intervals W
 
 Ew	 and Ew W

	 using powersoftwo
level
i
 Ew  W
 
 Ew



i 
level
N i
 Ew  Ew W





i 



i     N DIV 
level
NDIV 
 Ew if N MOD  
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+
Figure  Power of two adapt
Benchmark Network Pattern Set Sizes Number of
Topology
 
Train  Val  Test Runs
Autompg     
Sunspot 		 
 
	 
	 
Cancer 	 
  
 
Wine    
 
Diabetes 	  	 	 
Digit   
 
 
Table  Benchmarks characteristics used for experiments run on quantization function
 Experimental Setup
To get relevant results  only realworld benchmarks have been used for this report In this section 
details about the benchmarks used and the experimental setting are described
  Benchmarks and Parameter Settings
To evaluate the performance of the six quantization functions  a series of experiments on six realworld
benchmark problems  two approximation problems AutoMPG and Sunspot and four classi
cation
problems Wine  Cancer  Diabetes  and Digit have been performed The number of runs performed 
topology  and pattern set sizes for these benchmarks are listed in Table 
The input data are scaled to the interval  	 if not stated otherwise Below follows a detailed
description of the dierent benchmark problems
Approximation problems
Auto	mpg   concerns citycycle fuel consumption of cars in miles per gallon  to be pre
dicted in terms of three multivalued discrete and four continuous attributes Murphy
	 Input
values have been scaled to the interval  	
Sunspot    contains sunspot activity for the years  to 

 Murphy
	 The task
is to predict the sun spot activity for one of the years  given the preceding twelve years
Classi cation problems
Cancer is a diagnosis of breast cancer Prechelt
	 The problem is to classify a tumor
as either benign or malignant on cell descriptions Input parameters are for example the cell size
and shape  the amount of marginal adhesion and clump thickness
 
 of neurons in the inputhiddenoutput layer
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Wine   is the results of a chemical analysis of wines grown in the same region in Italy
but derived from three dierent cultivars Murphy
	 The analysis determined the quantities
of  constituents found in each of the three types of wines
Diabetes  is a diagnosis of diabetes among Pima Indians Prechelt
	 Input parameters
are for example the personal data age  number of times pregnant and the result of medical
examination blood pressure  body mass index  and results of glucose tolerance test etc
Digit  is a subset from handwritten digits of the NIST Special Database  Garris
	
Each pixel is represented by an eight bit value the patterns are equally distributed over ten
digits and scaled to t into an image of   
In fact  to save time  only four quantization functions were tested on the Digit benchmark These
quantization functions were selected on the basis of the outcome of the experiments on the other
benchmark problems
In all experiments a fully interlayer connected multilayer perceptron  with only one hidden layer 
was used The nonlinear activation function employed is the hyperbolic tangent  while for approx
imation problems a linear activation function has been used in the output layer of the network The
desired output values for approximation problems are namely realvalued in the interval  	  while
the other benchmarks are classication problems with desired output values of  and  For each
run the network was initialized with dierent random weights in the interval  	 according to
Thimm
	 Furthermore  a learning rate of  was chosen according to Moreira
	 only for the
Digit benchmark a learning rate of  has been used Moreover  a momentum term of 
  and a
atspot constant of  have been used In all experiments  the network training was done with the
online backpropagation algorithm as described in section  The tables with experimental results
for the quantization functions are presented in appendix A
  Generalization
To validate the quality of a network during training and to test the performance afterwards  each of
the available pattern sets was partitioned  respecting an equal distribution of the dierent classes  in
three sets a training set with  of the total patterns and a validation set and a test set  each of these
with  of the patterns The evaluation of the generalization performance is done by cross validation
with early stopping   where the decision to stop training is based on the error on the validation set
This is a good way to avoid overtting of the network to the particular training set used For the
experiments in this section  a description of cross validation with early stopping in Prechelt
	 has
been used as a basis
The network performance is indicated by the squared error percentage that is normalized for
the number of output neurons and the number of patterns
E   

N P
P
X
p 
N
X
n 
d
pn
 y
L
pn


 
where N is the number of output neurons of the network and P is the number of patterns in the data
set considered
The network is trained using the training set and after every ve epochs the validation set is
presented to measure the generalization error Two dierent measures have been used to decide when
to stop training The rst one is the training progress in a training strip of ve at epoch k
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
P
k
t k 
Et
  min
t  k   k
Et
 
	
 
where Ek is the training error at epoch k Progk gives a measure of the change in evolution of
the training over the last ve epochs
The second one is the generalization loss at epoch k
GLk   


E
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k
min
tk
E
va
t
 

 
E
va
k being the validation error at epoch k GLk corresponds to the relative increase of validation
error with respect to its minimal value so far These two parameters are measured every ve epochs 
after presenting the validation set
Training is stopped either when the training progress sinks below  or when the generalization
loss went beyond a threshold of  in ve consecutive measurements detecting overtting This
leads to the following training scheme
Training Scheme 

 k
 loss
 initialize the network ie randomize the weights
	 Repeat

 Train network according to the backpropagation algorithm
for one epoch using all the patterns in the training set
 k  k  
 IF k MOD 
   THEN
 Compute Eva Eopt GLk and Progk
 IF  GLk  
  THEN
 loss  loss  
 ELSE
 loss  
 END if
	 UNTIL loss
 OR Progk OR kmaximum number of iterations

 Restore the network parameters according to the point were Eopt
was achieved
 Present the testset to the network
After stopping the training  the test set is presented using the network weights that provided the
lowest validation error The results presented for the benchmarks are all based on the values measured
for that optimal network If weight discretization is to be used  the above algorithm is executed for
each discretization level according to 
 Hardware Implementation Details
Not all of the described quantization functions are equally well suited for hardware implement
ation Only the quantization functions which result in weight levels that are symmetric around
zero and equidistant  are suitable These conditions are satised by the Symmetrical   W
max
  and
Power of two W
max
quantization functions In this case the discrete weights can namely be normal
ized to the interval  	 by dividing them by the maximal weight value The normalized weights can
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then be encoded as binary numbers The scaling of the weights can be compensated for by rescaling
the gain steepness of the activation function The Power of two W
max
quantization function has the
added advantage that the normalized discrete weight values are restricted to powersoftwo Therefore 
simple shift registers can be employed to substitute the more complex multipliers Marchesi
	
The other three quantization functions W
max adapt
  Power of two  and Power of two adapt lead
to weight levels that are not symmetric around zero and are therefore not suited for hardware imple
mentation these are of more theoretical interest
 Discussion of Results for Quantization Functions
To evaluate the experimental results  two dierent performance measurements have been used For
the approximation problems AutoMPG and Sunspot  see tables A and A  the normalized mean
square error on the test set is most signicant For the classication problems Cancer  Wine  Diabetes 
and Digit  see tables A  A  A  and A  the percentage of misclassied test patterns has been
used A pattern is considered correctly classied whenever the highest network output corresponds to
the correct class
Firstly  it was observed that the results depend on the type of benchmark problem used In fact 
the results can be divided into two classes one for the classication problems and the other for the
approximation problems Therefore  the results of these two classes are discussed separately
A ranking system was used to evaluate the outcome of the experiments For each benchmark and
discretization level  the test set results of the dierent quantization functions were ranked from one to
six The ranking scores were then added within each quantization function and class approximation
or classication This gives an overall performance for all quantization functions in each class
Starting with classication problems  the Symmetrical quantization function performs good using
only two or three discretization levels In fact  for the Cancer and Diabetes benchmarks the same
performance is not obtained by any of the other quantization functions until using seven or more
discretization levels For example  with the Diabetes benchmark using D  the percentage of mis
classication for the Symmetrical quantization function is   see table A The Power of two
quantization function is the rst to produce a better result with D It should be noted that the
Symmetrical quantization function performs good for all discretization levels on the Digit benchmark
Of the ve new quantization functions the Power of two  Power of two W
max
  andW
max
quantization
functions perform best For these functions D is sucient for both poweroftwo based quantization
functions  while the results for W
max
  using D  are comparable with those from the continuous
pretraining Less good performance was obtained for the W
max adapt
and Power of two adapt quant
ization functions
For the approximation problems  the Symmetrical and to a less extent the Power of two quant
ization functions give an overall poor performance Note  that this diers from the results for the
classication problems The Power of two W
max
 W
max
and W
max adapt
quantization function per
form best and results for D   are comparable with the ones from continuous pretraining For
example  using  discretization levels the Power of two W
max
quantization function gives a mean
square error percentage of  on the AutoMPG benchmark  see table A  which is almost as good
as in the continuous case The Power of two adapt performs well on the Autompg problem  but less
good on the Sunspot problem
 Conclusion for Quantization Functions
The performance of six dierent quantization functions  in training multilayer perceptrons with a
small number of discrete weight levels  has been evaluated Two of these quantization functions 
W
max
and Power of two W
max
  show generally good results in a series of experiments including both
classication and approximation problems For these quantization functions  only  discrete weight
IDIAP Com  
levels are sucient to obtain nearly the same performance as for a network with continuous weight
values
Both quantization functions are also well suited for hardware implementation  for example by
using only shift registers when Power of two W
max
is implemented The results also indicate that for
classication problems the Symmetrical quantization function performs good when using only ternary
weights f  g or even binary weights f g Bartlett
	
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Chapter 
Pruning of Neural Networks
As described in the introduction  a major drawback for multilayer neural networks is the choice of
a suitable network topology An unsuitable topology will increase training time  lower generalization
performance on unseen test data Gosh
	  and in some cases even cause nonconvergence Further
more  when developing hardware implementations  small networks will reduce the required chip size
Several methods for which the choice of initial network topology is less critical have been proposed in
the literature Examples are early stopping methods Finno
	  explicit regularization Bishop
	 
network growing Kwok
	  and network pruning Reed
	 The latter will be considered in this
chapter
The basic idea of pruning is to start training a network that is considered suciently big to ensure
convergence When convergence is reached certain weightsneurons are removed  and the network is
retrained This procedure is repeated until the best possible network is found The reduced network
is likely to perform better on unseen data It is important to make an evaluation of the numerous
existing pruning algorithms since none of them is guaranteed to nd the minimal topology for a given
problem However  there is always a tradeo between training time  generalization performance  and
network size
The optimal networks found by pruning are then further trained with the weight discretization
algorithm and the best performing quantization functions of chapter  Also in this stage  pruning is
performed to obtain compact multilayer perceptrons with good generalization performance
In this chapter  the results from chapter  are combined with pruning methods to nd small
networks with good generalization performance Firstly  six pruning methods are presented together
with details about the additional benchmarks used in this chapter Secondly  the experimental settings
and the implemented general pruning scheme are described Finally  an elaborate discussion of the
results and conclusions is presented
  Pruning Methods
For this report  a total of six pruning methods have been implemented
 Randomized pruning removes a xed percentage

of connections randomly chosen from the
network Results of this pruning strategy should serve as a basis for comparison
 Smallest weight pruning is based on the concept that connections with a small weight value
are less important Gosh
	 Therefore  it removes a xed percentage

of the smallest weights
in the network
 
In this report  per cent is used

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 Autoprune W Finno et al Finno
	 dene a test statistic for testing the signicance of
the deviation of a weight from zero
T w
i
  log
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Based on this T statistics  a connection is removed if the probability that it becomes zero is
high According to Finno
	   per cent of the connections are pruned in the rst pruning
step and  per cent in all the consecutive pruning steps
 Lambdaprune is based on the same test statistics of equation  but Prechelt
	 proposes
in this method to adapt the pruning strength Weights satisfying T w
i
  	  

T
  where 

T
is
the mean of the test statistics  are pruned 	 is dened accordingly
	  	GL    	
max



 
GL

	
 
where 	
max
  and    according to Prechelt
	
 Smallest variance pruning J Sietsma and R J F Dow Sietsma
	 proposed to remove a
xed percentage

of the connections with the smallest contribution that is  w
l
ij
y
l 
i
 variance
on the training set After pruning  the mean contribution of the removed connection is added to
the corresponding bias
 Node pruning Sietsma
	 The hidden neuron with the smallest variance of its activation
value on the training set is removed The mean activation value of the removed hidden neuron
times each of the outgoing weights  is added the corresponding bias of a neuron in the next layer
 Simulations
 Benchmarks
To evaluate the performance of the six pruning methods  a series of experiments on six realworld
benchmark problems  three approximation problems AutoMPG  Sunspot  and Leman and three
classi
cation problems Cancer  Wine  and Heart  have been performed The number of runs  initial
network topology  pattern set sizes  and number of connections before pruning for these benchmarks
are presented in Table  Deliberately oversized topologies have been selected to be able to evaluate
the pruning methods
For Node pruning  experiments were only performed for the continuousvalued network on all
the benchmarks except the heart benchmark The tables with experimental results for the pruning
methods are in appendix B The same activation function  initial network parameter setting  and
performance measurements as described in section   were used The input data are scaled to the
interval  	 if not stated otherwise Below follows a complementary description of the new benchmark
problems used in this chapter A description of the other benchmarks can be found in section 
Approximation problems
Leman   data set describes the cadmium distribution in Lake Geneva by mapping co
ordinates onto 
g cadmiumg water in the range of 
gg to 

gg
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Benchmark Network Pattern Set Sizes Number of Total 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Table  Benchmarks characteristics used for experiments on pruning methods
Classi cation problems
Heart  predicts heart disease Prechelt
	 The problem is to decide whether at least
one of four major vessels is reduced in diameter by more than   The decision is made from
input data as age  sex  habits  subjective patient pain description  and results from medical
examination
 Experimental Setup
A complete pruning strategy has to decide when to prune  which weights or neurons to prune 
and when to stop training If the algorithm prunes too early ie the data set is not satisfactorily
learned  a generalization improvement might be overlooked However  if the algorithm prunes too
late  overtting to the training data might already be too large If too many connections are removed
in one pruning step  the network performance can be unnecessarily destroyed On the other hand  if
only a few weights are removed in each pruning step  training time will increase dramatically
The pruning methods outlined in section  decide how many connections to remove at a certain
pruning step Randomize  V ariance  Weight  and Node pruning remove  of the connections in
each pruning step  while Autoprune removes  of the connections in the rst pruning step  and 
in all later pruning steps Lambdaprune has an adaptive pruning strength and removes in a pruning
step all weights satisfying T w
i
  	  

T

There is a big diversity in the literature on pruning methods in the decision when to prune and
when to stop training To deal with this problem  an overall pruning scheme is presented in this
report  providing a fair comparison between the dierent pruning methods Using eqs and 
as described in    the following overall pruning scheme was implemented
Overall Pruning Scheme 

 Restore optimal network resulting from training scheme
 k
 GLmaxMAXIMUMINTEGER
 loss
	 Repeat

 Train network according to the online backpropagation
algorithm for one epoch presenting all the patterns
from the training set in random order to the network
 IF Autoprune OR Lambdaprune THEN

From the experiments in Tables AA

From the experiments in Tables AA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 compute the Twi values
 IF Node pruning THEN
 compute the activation value variance
 IF Smallest Variance pruning THEN
 compute the contribution variance
 k  k  
 IF k MOD 
   THEN
	 Compute Eva Eopt GLk and Progk

 END
 IF GLk  GLmax THEN
 loss  loss  
 ELSE
 loss  
 GLmaxGLk
 IF k
 AND loss  OR kmaximumnumber
of iterations THEN
 Apply the pruning method selected and remove
weights from the network
 k
	 GLmaxMAXIMUMINTEGER

 loss
 END if
 UNTIL globaliterations  maxnumberofiterations
OR k  
 AND GLk  

OR Prog k  
 Restore the network parameters according to the point
were Eopt was achieved
 Present the test set to the network
In this pruning scheme the decision when to prune is triggered by an increase in the error on
the validation set in two successive strips of ve epochs This criterion is based on the view that
pruning should occur whenever the generalization behaviour measured on the validation set starts
deteriorating This criterion is chosen independent of E
opt
  because a pruning step often results in
a intermediate increase of GL which should not lead to yet another pruning step The overall prun
ing scheme is preceded by the early stopping scheme on the initial network topology described in
section 
An illustrative behaviour of the error curve during pruning is displayed in gure  The stars
marked on the xaxis indicate the point where the validation set error of the network is improving
The circles on the xaxis indicate pruning steps
 Discussion of Results for Pruning
As in section   the results can be divided into two classes namely the class of approximation
problems AutoMPG  Sunspot  and Leman  see table B  B  and B  and the class of classication
problems Cancer  Wine  and Heart  see table B  B  and B The results of the simulations of
those two classes are discussed separately Within each class  the pruning methods are evaluated by
looking at the number of connections in the optimal network  ie the network with the smallest mean
square error on the validation set  and the generalization performance obtained on the test set Finally 
for each benchmark and discretization level  the test set results of the dierent quantization functions
were compared For an easy comparison of the dierent pruning methods  the benchmarks problems
will be discussed separately  or pairwise  within each class
Firstly  the results for classication problems  are discussed For the Cancer and Heart benchmarks 
IDIAP Com  
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Figure  Error curves for on simulation on the Sunspot benchmark

it can be stated that all pruning methods perform worse thanRandomize pruning  see B and B For
Lambdaprune and Autoprune  the optimal network is the initial network Due to heavy oscillations
in the training and validation set error  see gure   Lambdaprune prunes too heavily  sometimes
even  of the connections  in the initial pruning steps Autoprune also prunes too heavily  mainly
because that remove  of the connections in the rst pruning step is too high This perturbs the
network to such a great extent that its generalization ability is destroyed The pruning scheme in 
requires two consecutive increments in generalization loss for pruning to take place Therefore  the
oscillatory behaviour also makes it dicult to decide when to prune This has a big impact on the
other three pruning methods preventing pruning to take place or causing the generalization loss GL
at the moment of pruning to be high
For the Wine benchmark  the training and validation set error approach nearly asymptotically zero
The validation error at the optimal point will therefore be extremely low A high relative increase in
the validation set error then causes the pruning algorithm to stop if GL    even when the absolute
increase is low A consequence is that all the pruning methods  except for V ariance pruning  perform
bad
The percentage of misclassication obtained by all the pruning methods for continuous networks
on the Cancer and Heart benchmarks  is overall good For example  for the Cancer benchmark  Node
pruning obtains  percentage of misclassication  a value even lower than the result obtained in
Table A see also table  For Wine the generalization performance is less good  mainly due to
the overtting occurring because of the big network size
Moreover  there is often lack of correlation between the mean square output error and the per
centage of misclassication For example  in table   the optimal mean square error percentage is
 after  iterations  for a network with 
 connections However  the lowest percentage of
misclassication on the validation set is 
 reached after  iterations  for a network with only
 connections This indicates that minimizing a sumofsquares error function is not optimal for
classication problems A more suitable choice would be the crossentropy error function Bishop
	
Because the pruning results for classication problems are generally poor  a complete evaluation of

Number of epochs on the xaxis and mean square error percentage on the yaxis
 IDIAP Com 
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Figure  Error curves for one simulation on the Heart benchmark
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Table  One simulation on the Heart benchmark with a continuous network
the combination of discretization and pruning is a little ambitious however  some remarks are in order
If weight removal was successful in the continuous network  no signicant further pruning is achieved
using discrete weights For the Cancer and Heart benchmarks the Wmax and Power of two W
max
quantization functions perform good for D   and D   Good performance implies that the
misclassication on the test set for the optimal continuous network is comparable with the one obtained
by the discrete network It should be emphasized that the Symmetrical quantization function performs
good using only ternary weights f  g  D    or even binary weights f g  D   For the
Wine benchmark the misclassication rate is overall high using continuous networks  and often an
improvement in the percentage of misclassication is obtained when using discrete weights Theres no
marked dierence between the dierent pruning algorithms for the results with the discrete networks
Secondly  the results for approximation problems  are discussed For the Sunspot benchmark 
Lambdaprune andAutoprune perform good  resulting in networks with about  connections  see table
B This benchmark is apparently robust for heavy weight removal in the initial pruning steps The
other pruning methods do not show a signicantly improved performance compared with Randomize
However  the tradeo between a small network topology and good generalization is accentuated here
If the validation set error would be allowed to be  higher compared to the optimal network  V ariance
IDIAP Com  
and Weight pruning would reduce the topology to a similar or even lower level as for Lambdaprune
and Autoprune For example in table   the resulting network would have  connections  with an
validation error performance of 
  instead of  connections  with an validation error performance
of 
Mean Square Error Percentage Number of Total  of Improving or
Train  Val  Test Connections Iterations Degrading
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Table  One simulation on the Sunspot benchmark with continuous network
For the AutoMPG and Leman benchmarks  V ariance andWeight pruning perform good  succeeding
to reduce the network topology with  or even  For Lambdaprune and Autoprune  the results
are less good with about the same performance as Randomize These data sets are apparently sensitive
to heavy weight removal in initial pruning steps
For approximation problems  the mean square error obtained for continuous networks by the
pruning methods is overall good For example  with the Sunspot benchmark  V ariance pruning obtains
a mean square error percentage of   comparable with previous results see table  The results
for the Leman benchmark table B are also promising For example  Weight pruning obtains a
mean square error percentage of   which is about  lower than the previous results in table 
Regarding discretization  if pruning was successful in the continuous network  further pruning is
not improving network performance using discrete weights For the AutoMPG and Leman bench
marks  the Wmax and Power of two W
max
quantization function perform good employing D  
For example  with the Leman benchmark using the W
max
quantization function and D    Weight
pruning obtains a mean square error percentage of 
   a value comparable with the continuous
network For the Sunspot benchmark  both quantization functions perform good using D   and
D  
 Conclusions for Pruning
The objective of this chapter was to evaluate the performance of six pruning methods Experiments on
six benchmark problems were performed  using both continuous and discrete weights The quantization
functions of the previous chapter were employed A general pruning scheme  indicating when to prune
and when to stop pruning has been presented  providing a basis for the comparison of the dierent
pruning methods The goal was to nd networks with a small topology  and see how this correlates
with their generalization performance
Firstly it can be stated that the results are highly classdependent in fact  even within the classes
of classication and approximation problem  there are large dierences in performance for the various
pruning methods
The conclusions obtained in the previous are substantiated in this chapter The quantization
functions Wmax and Power of two W
max
perform good on both classes  using D   and D 
 IDIAP Com 
 For approximation problems  even  discretization levels can be employed The Symmetrical
quantization function performs well on classication problems using only ternary weights f  g or
even binary weights f g Furthermore Wmax performs slightly better than Power of two W
max
on
approximation problems If signicant pruning was performed on the continuous network  the network
size will not decrease further in the discrete case  without deteriorating network performance
With respect to pruning several problems were encountered Firstly  for classication problems  two
main drawbacks of the general pruning scheme  can be distinguished sensitivity to large oscillations
of the training and validation set error  and to a high relative increase in the validation set error Both
problems can be diminished by basing the criteria  when to stop training and when to prune  on a
xed mean square error on the training set this ensures that weight removal will take place Initial
experiments shows promising results using this technique For example  with the Wine benchmark
table B  V ariance pruning obtains a mean square error percentage of  with an average network
topology of only  connections Moreover  due to the lack of correlation between the meansquare
error and the percentage of misclassication for classication problems  the decision when to prune
should be based on the percentage of misclassication or the crossentropy error function should be
used
Secondly  one major problem can be distinguished for approximation problems the tradeo
between network size and generalization performance An alternative is to allow a certain deviation
from the optimal validation set error This guarantees that smaller topologies with an insignicantly
higher validation set error  and sometimes even with a better test error performance can be achieved
Finally  initial experiments indicate that Lambdaprune  the pruning strength of which is based
on generalization loss  performs better if 	
max
section  is decreased to  or even   avoiding
extremely large pruning steps
Summarizing  this chapter gives insight into problems that occur when pruning neural networks
Since no pruning method showed an overall good performance  some suggestions how to improve the
general pruning scheme have been presented It is clear that to design a successful pruning method 
not only the question of which and how many weights to remove is crucial  but also the decision when
to prune and when to stop pruning These issues have been illuminated in this chapter  providing
useful information for future work
Chapter 
Conclusions
In order to reduce the accuracy of the parameters in multilayer perceptrons without deterioration of
network performance  a weight discretization algorithm and six dierent quantization functions have
been evaluated in this report Two of these quantization functions  W
max
and Power of two W
max
 
give nearly the same performance as for a network with continuous weight values  when using only
 discrete weight levels Moreover  the Symmetrical quantization function performs good for classi
cation problems using only ternary weights f  g or even binary weights f g These three
quantization functions result in networks that are wellsuited for hardware implementation and can
considerably reduce the VLSI surface area required
Another way to obtain compact networks is by minimizing the network topology for the problem
at hand Since it is impossible to know a priori the size of the minimal network topology  dierent
pruning techniques  together with a general pruning scheme  have been evaluated Moreover  to further
minimize chip area and computational requirements  a combination of these pruning techniques with
weight quantization has also been investigated in this report
It has been established that a general pruning scheme based on the error on a validation set is not
robust enough to be useful Especially  for classication problems the pruning scheme fails to decide
properly when to prune and does not considerably reduce the network topology without degrading
generalization performance For approximation problems  the pruning scheme shows better results the
choice of the optimal pruning technique  however  depends on the problem at hand Initial experiments
with a pruning scheme based on the error on the training set show promising results and for some
pruning methods leads to a considerable reduction of the network size  while retaining generalization
performance
The combination of pruning and weight quantization conrms the results for the three quantization
functions mentioned above  even when the network topology has been signicantly pruned
  Future work
The design of compact networks which have a small topology and for which a small accuracy is
sucient  is indeed of great importance both for the hardware implementation of neural networks and
for the eld of neural networks in general The results on quantization and pruning presented in this
report are a valuable rst step towards this goal However  the methods described in this report are
still open for improvement and several promising future research directions are outlined here
  The weight discretization algorithm showed good results for classication problems using the
Symmetrical quantization function with binary f g and ternary f  g weights This
might be further improved by adding a random factor to the weight updates to avoid the discrete
network getting trapped on an error plateau and to allow a better exploration of the discrete

 IDIAP Com 
solution space Leong
	 Another option is to use a metastrategy for optimization problems 
such as Tabu Search Glover
	  to guide the discrete search
  Initial experiments with a pruning scheme based on a xed training set errorcriteria showed
promising results and should be further explored Moreover  the large majority of the pruning
algorithms investigated in this report are performing connection removal and lead to an irreg
ular network structure which is not suitable for hardware implementation Therefore  pruning
methods that remove neurons in stead of connections and maintain the regularity of the network
are more hardwarefriendly and should be further investigated
  It is wellknown that there is a reciprocal relationship between the number of hidden neurons in a
MLP and the number of bits per discrete weight Fiesler	Brause
	 The weight discretization
technique should therefore be combined with a neural network growing method adding hidden
neurons until satisfactory performance is reached This growing stage can of course still be
followed by a pruning stage to remove neurons and optimize generalization performance
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Appendix A
Quantization Results
Discretization D 	 of square error 
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Table B Results for the Wine and Cancer benchmarks average over ve simulations with Variance
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